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For any population distribution we often consider 2 important characteristics: central tendency and
dispersion. In directional or circular data, the central tendency is measured by the mean direction and the
dispersion by the concentration value. This paper is concerned with estimation of and hypothesis testing on the
measure of concentration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Directional data is also often called "cyclic data" or "circular data" or "angular data".
Examples of such data are those on time within each day, on months in each year, and on the
direction of homeward flying of a bird. In circular statistics, the observed value is the angle
on a unit circle. On the linear scale, we frequently consider its characteristics, especially
central tendency and dispersion, andlor test hypothesis concerning these parameters. The
same is true for directional data. There are several test statistics available for testing
hypothesis of central tendency in samples from circular population but only a few on
concentration. This paper is concerned with the estimation. of and hypothesis testing on the
parameter of dispersion or concentration.

In any circular population, we are often concerned with the mean direction or length of
the population mean vector which indicates the central tendency and the concentration
parameter which indicates the dispersion of population data. There are relationships among

these parameters. For example, the mean direction is an angle, say 0, of the population mean
vector. The length, say p, of the population mean vector may be large or small. If the
directions of the unit vectors are very different, the length is small, which implies greater data
dispersion. On the other hand, if the directions of the unit vectors are not quite different, the
length is large, which implies little dispersion. Since the data are angles of the unit vector, the
mean direction, e, varies from 0 to 21C and the length, p, varies from 0 to 1.

Batschelet (1981) transformed p to population circular standard deviation, 0' = [2(1-

p)]1/218011C which varies from 0 to 180J21Jr. In other words, "concentration" can also be
used to explain dispersion of the data. In a circular population, K denotes the concentration
parameter which is related to p as follows: It (K)IIO(K) = p, where Im(K) is a modified
Bessel function of the first kind of order m.
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2. PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTiON ••
Let ¢ be a circular random variable with a von Mises distribution. Von Mises

(Batschelet 1981, p.34) developed the modified Bessel function of the first kind for the
distribution of ¢ .

The modified Bessel function of the first kind of order m is

1 =

211"

Im(I() = 2~ feZ cosa cos ma da ...
o

Set m = 0, a = ¢- 0 and Z = K, then
211"

lo(K) = 2~ feKCOS(¢-O)d(¢_ 0)
o

2j 1 eKcos(~-())d¢.
o 2mO(K)

So,
1

j(¢) = eKcos(~-()) °< ¢ < 2;r
2mo(K) , ....

(1)

(2)

•

j is the probability density function ofthe random variable ¢, where 0 is the mean direction
of population and K is the parameter of concentration.

3. STATISTiCS FOR CONCENTRATION

Given ¢l> ¢2' ... , ~n representing a set of sample angular data of size n, we can
transform the data to directional data in terms of, say, the unit vector c\, e2> ... , en' Thus, the

n

mean vector, e= I ei. Ifr denotes the length of the sample mean vector, that is r = lei,
. 1 n1=

then the length of the sample mean vector can be written in the following forms
(Tragreattikul,1993, pp.24-31):

•

It ,.'

1 n _
r =- I cos( ¢i - ¢) ,¢ is the mean angle

n . 11=

(3)

(4)

•
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Proof:

Figure 1
Diagram showing the unit vector ei at its angle (A

y
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Let ei be the unit vector, i = I, 2, 3, ... ,n. Then
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•
and

Xi =COS¢i ,

Yi = sin ¢i ,

n (ICOS¢i)
_ "Xi i=1
X=LJ-=----

i=1 n n

n . (tSin~)_ "Y, ,=1
y=LJ-=----

i=1 n n

r = [(x)2 +(y)2r
1[ n n ]1/2

=-;; (~COS~)2 +(~Sin~)2

•

•

This proves relation (3). To prove relation (4)

n n n

I cos( ¢i - ¢)=cos¢L cos ¢i + sin¢Isin ¢i
i=l i=1 i=l

- -
X _ Y _

=-nx +-ny
r r

=~[(X)2 +(y)2]
r

nr 2

- =nr,
r

1 n _
that is, r =- I cos{¢i - ¢).

n i=l
If r tends to I, this implies that the sample tends to have little dispersion or have more

concentration; whereas, if r tends to 0, it implies the opposite. Hence, we can explain sample
dispersion by the statistic r. Batschelet (1981) transformed r to s = [2(I-r)]l/2180/1l" and

called it the sample circular standard deviation (unit : degree), 0::: s :::180..fi/1l".
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4. ESTIMATING THE ]PARAMETER OF CONCENTRATION

1 2;r

I (K) = - JeKCosada
o 21r

o

1 2;r

I'(K) =- JeKCosa cosada
o 21r

o

=I1(K)

•

Define the ratio I] (K)/ 10 (K) = p. By the Maximum Likelihood Method, we can find an
estimator for parameter K, say k, as follows. We have the likelihood function

( )
- n KL cos(9\-{/)

L(K) = 2mo(K) e
n

InL(K) = -n(ln21r + InIo(K)) + KLcos(tPi - B)
i=1

•

t3 <nl! (k) n
-lnL(K) = 0 + LCOS(tPi - B)
OK IO(k) i=1

-nIl (k) ~
0= I (k) + ~COS(tPi - B)

o 1=1

II (k) =.!I cos(~ - B)
Io(k) n i=1

(5)

•
Also by differentiating InL(K) with respect to B. we obtain the maximum likelihood

estimator ¢ for parameter B. From relation (4),

h (k) 1 11 _

--=- I cos( tPi - tP )
Io(k) II i=1

II (k)
--=r
Io(k) ,

where (Sneddon, 1972, p.164)
1 2;r

I (k) = - Jekcosada
o 21r

o

k2 k4 k6
=2+-+-+-+...

2 32 1,152

(6)
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co (f)21
=I-2

1=0 (t!)

and

1 21
I (k) =- Jek cosa cosada

1 2tr o
1 211' co '. (coso)!"

=- IIk' Of da
2tr 0 ;=0 l.

k2 k4 k6
=k(1+-+-+-+...)

8 192 9,216
co (f)I+21

= ~t!(t+1)!
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(7)

(8)
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Thus, r in (6) may be considered as an estimator of resultant p. From equation (8), we
see that the relation between k and r is not simple. A solution can be obtained by either
numerical analysis or computer analysis. Mardia (1972, pp.122-123) constructed a

relationship between rand k for the extreme case, r s» (I - k 2 / 8 + k 4 / 48 )k / 2 or
k ~ (12+ fr2 +5r~r /6 for small values of r (r < 0.45) and r ~ }-1/ 2k-1/ &2-1/ &3 or

1/ k ~ 'A)-r)-(1-r)2_(1-r 3) for large values of r (r > 0.8). For other values of r he
showed (p.298) a table of k and r based on a table prepared by Batshelet in 1965.

EXAMPLE: Given an angular data sample, ¢ (degree) : 85, 90, 75, 98, 120, 130, 125, 137,
160, 150, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Data plot in the form of a circular diagram
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•
From s = [2(1-r)]1/218011Z" and II (k)IIO(k) = r, we have s = 26.86 and k = 4.84509

5. HYPOTHJESIS TJESTING FOR CONCENTRATION

For testing the hypothesis concerning concentration, Ho : K = c (c is constant), we

transform K to p using Batschelet's table or ~hen appropriate use Mardia's approximation.
Then from p we get an expression for the population circular standard deviation (Y by using

the relation (Y = [2(1- Pr2
180. We compute; =ns2 1if and accept Ho if the value falls

1Z"
within the critical values of the chi-square variate with n-I degrees of freedom; otherwise,
reject Ho. •

From the previous example, we can test the null .hypothesis, Ho : K = 6.
First, K = 6 is transformed to p = 0.91262 then to (Y = 23.95, and the test statistic,

%2 = 10(26.86)2/(23.95)2 = 12.578. For a level of significance,a = 10% and degrees
of freedom 9, we have a critical region %205 < 3.3 and %2.95 > 16.9. Thus, the null
hypothesis is not rejected.

6. INTERVAL ESTIMATION FOR CONCENTRATION

From the Chi-square variable, a (l-a)100% confidence interval for population circular
variance is constructed as follows:

•
The lower and upper limits of the population circular variance are then transformed to the

upper and lower limits of the population circular concentration, say kl and k2 respectively,

that is k1 < K < k2 via the relations between sand r, and then rand k.
From the previous example, a 90% confidence interval for population concentration is

constructed via:

10(26.86)2/16.9 < if < 10(26.86)213.3
20.66 < (Y < 46.76

0.94 > p > 0.67
8.6104 > K > 1.8418

Applying Stephen's Formula (Mardia, 1972, pp.l50-151) to the previous data when the
mean direction is unknown, the 90% confidence interval for population concentration K, is
given by 1.81 < K < 8.67. This would seem to imply a more efficient interval estimate of
the concentration parameter K if the Chi-square approximation is used except that the
intervals cannot be validly compared because of the difference in the ranges of the standard
deviations.
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7. CONCLUSION
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Estimating and testing the concentration parameter K in directional data can produce
reasonable results by using some Chi-square approximations. However, this method may be
more efficient only if the sample has a high concentration. This is because the sample circular
variance by Batschelet's Formula does not exceed 18 o.Jf / st .
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